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COMPUTER VISION DEVELOPMENT FEATURE

Robotics Vision Processing: Object Detection
and Tracking
Robots see, analyze, and make decisions more like humans every day, thanks
to advances in converging technologies like AI, machine learning, and
computer vision. Developing such visual analysis logic involves implementing
solutions that can determine the orientation of objects, deal with moving
objects, and perform navigation. The foundation for this starts with two
important tasks:

Preprocessing data collected from the real world
Performing feature detection to extract visual features

Read more

 

AI DEVELOPMENT KIT NEWS
QuickLogic Releases New Chilkat EOS S3AI HDK for Fast AI Endpoint
Development
The HDK connects to the SensiML Data Analytics Toolkit (including a free 90-
day evaluation period) to apply machine learning technology to acquired
sensor data.
Read more
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Texas Instruments bq25886EVM Battery Charger Evaluation Module
Used for the evaluation of the bq25886. Easily evaluate the high-efficiency
2A, 1.5MHz integrated field-effect-transistor (FET).
Sponsored by Mouser Electronics

 

AUTOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS NEWS
AGL Releases New Instrument Cluster Expert Group and UCB 8.0 Code
The AGL Instrument Cluster Expert Group's (EG?s) goal is to diminish the
footprint of AGL and enhance the platform in lower performance processors.
Read more

AUTOMOTIVE SECURITY NEWS
ELTEC Elektronik Allows Secure Browsing in Automotive Applications
The ELTEC Elektronik CyBox RT 2-A enables unlimited internet browsing and
data transmission for mobile applications in buses, trams, and trucks.
Read more

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS & OPERATING SYSTEMS NEWS
Wibu-Systems Releases CodeMeter for Vector Software
CodeMeter now makes it possible for Vector Software to manage licenses to
its automotive software development tools from the Code Meter License
Central dashboard.
Read more
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Panel Discussion: Security in the 5G Era
Sponsored by: Lanier, Telit, Wind River 

Date: September 4, 2:00 p.m. ET
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HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY FEATURE

How AI is Advancing the Healthcare Industry
Recently, the American College of Radiology Data Science Institute (ACR DSI)
has released several high-value use cases for AI in medical imaging, such as
identifying cardiovascular abnormalities, detecting fractures and
musculoskeletal injuries, aiding the diagnosis of neurological disease such as
Lou Gehrig's, flagging thoracic complications in patients, and screening for
common cancer.
Read more
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